Inaccuracy Blindness in Collaboration Persists, even with an Evaluation Prompt
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ABSTRACT
The tendency to believe and act on others’ misinformation is documented in much prior work. This paper focuses on inaccuracy blindness, the tendency to take a collaborator's poor information at face value, which reduces problem-solving success. We draw on social psychological research from the 1970s showing that evaluative rating scales can prompt a change in perspective. In a series of studies, we prototyped and tested an evaluation prompt meant to encourage skepticism in participant detectives trying to identify a serial killer. In tests of the prototype, the prompt was partially successful in inducing skepticism (Exp. 1), but a larger study (Exp. 2) showed that, despite the evaluation prompt, participants' inaccuracy blindness persisted. This work, and the literature more generally, shows that the tendency to be misled by collaborators’ inaccurate information remains a strong phenomenon that is hard to counteract and remains a significant challenge for the CHI community.
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INTRODUCTION
Our society is experiencing a serious increase in misinformation that is spread online from person to person. Take a message about aspirins and heart attacks falsely attributed to a Mayo Clinic cardiologist that began circulating among acquaintances in 2009. Despite being debunked by the Mayo Clinic, three years later it was still being passed on by ordinary people to friends with cardiac ailments, garnering more than 33,000 shares on Facebook [https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/24/online-myths_n_3954799.html].

Many researchers, including those within the CHI community, are playing a helpful role in understanding the mechanisms that explain the spread of misinformation and in designing systems that might identify, counteract, and mitigate the phenomenon [5], and more generally to explore, test, and report improvements to design, policy, or other remedies to support decision making, e.g., [23].

This paper focuses on one aspect of the larger misinformation phenomenon, the tendency for collaborators to take at face value misinformation from a partner, called inaccuracy blindness. We report on prototyping of a design feature meant to prompt skepticism of a partner’s information and two experiments to test its effectiveness. We used a collaborative analysis task in which participants, playing the role of a police detective, needed to sort through crime case files (see Figure 1) to identify a serial killer.
Each participant received a report purportedly written by a detective partner who had been analyzing the files, and we experimentally varied the accuracy of the information in the partner’s progress report. In the prototyping of the evaluative rating prompt, we found some evidence of the desired change in perspective. In Experiment 1, the evaluation prompt was partially successful in inducing skepticism of partner’s inaccurate information. However, in Experiment 2, a larger study that compared accurate with inaccurate partner information, inaccuracy blindness persisted, despite the evaluation prompt. These studies, and the literature more broadly, suggest that the tendency to be misled by collaborators’ misinformation is arduous to counteract and a significant challenge for the CHI community.

Scope of the problem
Misinformation transmitted from person to person no doubt has always plagued humans. Research on the adoption of false information tells us that people in groups, including collaborations, are especially likely to be misled by others. This work goes back to the famous Asch studies [1]. Studies of "groupthink" pointed to the tendency of group members to rely too much on the opinions of other group members [10]. With advances in communications and information technology, and the advent of distributed work, the misinformation problem has seemingly become much larger. Real-world examples include people’s adoption of bad online advice on financial investments or health [4, 21].

Recent experiments show that the presence of purported coworkers reduces fact checking [11], and a series of studies confirms that misinformation from a collaborator or advisor predicts poor problem solving [13] or decision making [15]. This work suggests that the power of misinformation is made all the greater if its source is social—other persons.

Theoretical background
Researchers have studied why misinformation from people has a powerful influence, despite possible or even probable negative consequences. The causes include lack of expertise, time, or distraction, e.g., [22], lack of attention or vigilance [11], a tendency to prefer causal reasoning over denials [3], and a reliance on heuristics, including social cues, e.g., [14]. People even believe misinformation in the face of factual corrections [16], and they will say misinformation is “valuable” when it has clearly harmed their decisions [13]. In short, a multiplicity of cognitive and social phenomena lead people to take what others say at face value.

Researchers have explored possible interface design features that help prevent, or at least, mitigate inaccuracy blindness [2]. Some studies [7, 13] build on the concept of "sensemaking" to investigate if various sensemaking tools, such as annotators and progress reports, aid problem solving. These studies show some promise, but tools have limited value if people overly-rely on poor information from others. What might interrupt people’s almost automatic reliance on the opinions of others? There is some research in the CSCW literature suggesting that displaying controversy or inconsistency in others might interrupt inaccuracy blindness [19], Exp. 2 in [13]. However, for controversy or inconsistency in a group to be useful, it would need to be noticed. Prior research suggests that in situations where people are called upon to evaluate another’s information before they can return to their task, they will more thoroughly consider the good or poor quality of the other’s ideas [12]. The next step would be to induce this skepticism, but without also making people doubt the value of the collaboration itself.

We drew on early research by Thomas Ostrom and colleagues suggesting that people can be prompted or "primed" [6, 17] to consider the possibility that information from a collaborator might be misleading by the use of a simple evaluation rating form that ranges from bad to good. The theoretical argument is that just seeing a scale that ranges from bad to good will lead people to consider that the information they receive could be of bad or good quality.

Prototyping
Building on the prior work cited above, we decided to incorporate an evaluation rating scale that would be seen by participants when they saw a partner's progress report and prior to their own analysis. We started with a scale that read as follows:

Please read the partner’s report and rate the extent to which you think the report could be helpful in solving the homicide cases. The rating scale goes from 5 (Extremely Helpful) to 1 (Extremely Misleading).

We conducted think aloud interviews with 5 participants who were asked to read an inaccurate partner report and then evaluate it using this scale. Most indicated confusion, saying that it was challenging to rate the report using this scale because they did not have access to the case files and therefore did not know whether the report would be helpful or misleading. Some participants suggested, however, that they could rate the logic of the report.

We therefore created the following evaluative scale, which, like the previous one, displays a range of options suggesting another's information may range from good to poor quality.

Please read the partner’s report and rate how logical the report seems to you. The rating scale goes from 5 (Extremely Logical) to 1 (Not Logical).
Eight participants reported no confusion or inability to use the scale to rate another’s progress report. Examples: “[The] rating scale helped know what to pay attention to,” and “I looked at the rating scale and focused on how logical the report was.”

With this feedback, we decided to test the effectiveness of the evaluation prompt experimentally. We hypothesized:

Prompting participants to rate the logic of a partner’s progress report will increase participants’ skepticism of inaccurate information from the partner, and will increase their problem solving success.

EXPERIMENT 1
As noted above, participants played the role of a police detective who had to examine bus routes, crime statistics, police reports, and witness accounts to identify a serial killer. We adapted the scenario, problem task, and procedure from prior work by Balakrishnan et al. [2] and Kang et al. [13].

Method

Participants and design
We recruited 79 undergraduate students who received extra credit in a business course for participating. We applied two related a priori inclusion criteria to ensure data quality and consistency with prior work. Because the case records were written in English and contained Western police jargon as well as idiomatic language from witness reports, we restricted participants to native English speakers. We also did not use participants incapable of solving the two practice cases. We thus excluded 7 participants for a sample of 72.

Procedure
The participants were told they should try to solve a serial killer case by correctly identifying the serial killer from an array of possible suspects contained in case materials from previous murders. Participants reviewed digital case files and other data such as bus route information and maps showing the locations of various murders. To solve the task, participants needed to piece together clues that identified the serial killer responsible for four of the six homicides described in the case data.

Participants worked alone and they were first trained in two somewhat easier but analogous detective problems. Then, just prior to working on the serial killer task, they were given a webpage on which they could read a progress report from a purported detective partner who had been working on the same serial killer case (Figure 2). (Misleading information was amalgamated from actual participants’
inaccurate reports obtained in previous studies using the serial killer paradigm, and by permission of the authors.) The inaccuracies consisted of misleading clues, such as witness reports pointing to incorrect suspects. We examined whether participants were able to solve the serial killer case, despite all receiving the same misleading information provided by the partner.

As displayed in Table 1, we varied whether or not participants were given an evaluation prompt to rate the partner’s progress report, and half the participants were told the partner was from the same university and half were told the partner was from a different university. Because partner organization does not change the main findings, we reserve discussion of this variable to later in the paper.

**Results of Experiment 1**

Participants spent significantly more time (measured in seconds) reading their partner’s report when prompted to evaluate its logic, $M = 224.9$, $SD = 44.9$, than did their counterparts who received no evaluation prompt, $M = 180.2$, $SD = 44.9$, $t(69) = 4.82$, $p < .001$. As shown in Figure 3, the evaluation prompt had a modest effect on participants’ ability in their final report to identify the true serial killer rather than the wrong suspect or no suspect at all. More participants solved the case when they had been prompted to evaluate the logic of a misinformed partner report, 43% ($SE = .08$), than when they had received no such evaluation prompt, 31% ($SE = .08$), but this was not a statistically significant difference, $\chi^2(1) = 1.1, p = .30$.

To delve into how the prompt worked, or failed to work, see Figures 4 and 5, which tell a story of how the prompt changed reactions to the partner’s misinformation. What is particularly noticeable is that only 28% of participants, 95% confidence interval (CI) [.17, .44], rated the partner’s misinformed report at the middle or bottom of the scale, and 72% of the participants, 95% CI [.56, .84], in spite of seeing the misinformed report, rated it as “logical” or “very logical” (Figure 4). As shown in Figure 5, an encouraging finding was that higher solve rates are associated with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partner is from:</th>
<th>Evaluation Prompt</th>
<th>No Evaluation Prompt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same University</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different University</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Design of Experiment 1.**
rating the report as “not logical at all” or “not logical” (i.e., 100% and 50%, respectively), than with rating the report as neutral, logical, or very logical (i.e., 33%, 43%, and 33%, respectively). (To examine this finding statistically, more participants would be needed in the less logical categories.)

Discussion of Experiment 1.
The evaluation prompt increased the time participants spent reviewing a partner’s report and had some modest success in raising the solve rates. Nonetheless, there was a tendency for people to take inaccurate information at face value, as shown with the evaluative ratings that cluster at the logical end of the scale in Figure 4. These positive evaluations of misinformation can harm problem-solving judgments as shown in the right side of Figure 5. A non-negligible set of people do not take the inaccurate information at face value, instead rating it at the less logical end of the scale (see Figure 4), and these individuals are relatively likely to solve the case (see Figure 5). Said another way, the evaluation prompt appears to help remediate misinformation, but only with people who rate the report as less logical. These findings imply that we should design to prompt attention to a collaborator’s information quality — skepticism of inaccurate information but also recognition of accurate information. Experiment 2 follows this argument, examining whether an evaluation prompt helps collaborators become more skeptical, without undermining their ability to learn from partners.

EXPERIMENT 2
The method and procedure of this study was similar to that of Experiment 1. However, participants received either the inaccurate report used in Experiment 1, or a report of equal length containing accurate information. (The accurate information was amalgamated from participants’ progress reports obtained in previous studies, and by permission of the authors.) All participants received the evaluation prompt. The goal was to understand how well participants receiving inaccurate information would do, versus how well they would do with an accurate report from the partner, and if they would be able to overcome misleading information from the partner to solve the serial killer case. Applying the same inclusion criteria as in Experiment 1, the total N was 138, randomly assigned to each condition, 67 in the accurate information condition and 71 in the inaccurate information condition.

Results of Experiment 2.
Participants spent significantly more time (measured in seconds) reading their partner’s report when it contained inaccurate information, $M = 222.0, SD = 53.5$, than when it contained accurate information, $M = 202.8, SD = 44.1$, $t(136) = 2.30$, $p = .01$. Overall, accurate information from the partner was helpful, raising the solve rate to 73% of participants, ($SE = .05$), which is somewhat better than the approximately 50% solve rates in prior studies of pairs of actual collaborating participants in real time and is about the same as when collaborators have additional interface tools [2, 7]. Solve rates for participants who received an inaccurate report dipped to 39% ($SE = .06$), (see Figure 6), which represents significantly poorer performance, $\chi^2 (1) = 15.2, p < .001$. This finding suggests that the evaluation prompt meant to initiate skepticism did not overcome inaccuracy blindness.

We then delved into the relationship of the actual evaluation prompt ratings and success rates. Figure 7 shows
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Figure 6. Experiment 2 solve rate for participants prompted to evaluate the logic of a partner’s report containing inaccurate vs. accurate information. Error bars represent the standard errors of the means.
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Figure 7. Experiment 2 how logical or illogical the partner’s report was rated when it was actually either inaccurate vs. accurate, and participants were prompted to evaluate it.
that participants rated a partner’s reports as more logical when it contained accurate information, $M = 4.06$, $SD = .69$, than when it contained inaccurate information, $M = 3.63$, $SD = .76$, $t (136) = 3.43$, $p < .001$. Although more participants used the middle or the bottom of the logic scale when exposed to inaccurate information, 30% with 95% CI [.20, .41] than when exposed to accurate information, 12 % with 95% CI [.06, .22], few participants rated information using these less logical categories.

The findings shown in Figure 8, suggest that solve rates depended on the accuracy of the partner’s information and whether participants were actually prompted to be skeptical (i.e., rated the partner’s information as illogical). The single participant who rated the partner’s report “1. Not logical at all,” solved the case, despite receiving misinformation. Among participants who rated the report “2. Not logical,” 33% solved the case, regardless of whether the partner’s information was accurate or inaccurate. This finding suggests a potentially harmful consequence of skepticism. Among participants who rated the report more highly (i.e., neutral, logical, or very logical), those receiving accurate information were much more likely to solve the case (60%, 73%, and 87%, respectively) than those receiving inaccurate information (43%, 38%, and 33%, respectively). These last results show that skepticism did not overcome misinformation; neither did it harm collaboration when information was deemed good.

Role of partner’s organization

When we began this work, we had speculated that, if the partner was from the same organization (i.e., the same university) as the participant, that he or she might react differently to the partner’s report than if the partner were an outsider, that is, from a different organization. A relevant theory, social identity theory, pertains to the identity of the source of the misinformation; people sometimes display adherence to erroneous ideas from insiders, and concomitantly skepticism of erroneous ideas presented by outsiders [20]. To the extent this work might generalize to private problem-solving settings, it suggests that people may think twice before adopting misinformation from someone who belongs to a different organization, and that skepticism could reduce their adoption of the other’s misleading information. We tested this idea experimentally by varying the home university of the participants’ partner. In Experiment 1, this was an asymmetric manipulation, but in Experiment 2, participants were actually from two universities, and we manipulated the partner’s home university.

The findings did not replicate previous work, possibly because group identity was not emphasized and was not a strong contextual factor in these studies. In Experiment 1, participants tended to be (but not statistically significantly) more skeptical of partners from their own university, and in Experiment 2, the partner’s organization did not matter and did not change the main findings.

Role of participant’s ability

The studies provide some evidence that an evaluation prompt might raise participants’ skepticism of misinformation (observable in low evaluative ratings), which could improve problem solving (see Figures 5 and 8). A reviewer suggested there may be a third factor: participants with stronger ability could evaluate inaccurate reports as less logical and also perform well. To look into this possibility, we checked whether participants’ initial ability (i.e., approximated as performance on the two training cases given before they ever saw their partner’s report) predicted ratings of partners’ inaccurate reports. We found that practice case performance was not correlated with evaluative ratings in Experiment 1, $r = -.04$, $p = .84$ or in Experiment 2, $r = .06$, $p = .61$. These correlations are not proof, but they tend to show that initial ability does not explain the evaluative ratings.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

To review this work:

First, we designed and prototyped a prompt whose intent was to induce skepticism of an inaccurate report by a collaborative partner. The design of the prompt built on early research, e.g., [6], suggesting that skepticism of another’s report might increase if people had to rate the report on a scale with options ranging from illogical to logical.

Second, we tested the prototype, comparing how the presence of the prompt (vs. no prompt) changed perceptions and solve rates (Exp. 1). The prompt had some influence, but only with people who actually rated the report as less logical.

Third, we conducted a replication in which we compared participants’ perceptions and solve rates when they used the
prompt to evaluate accurate vs. inaccurate reports by the partner (Exp. 2). Again, solve rates increased but only with the few who rated the inaccurate report as more illogical. Overall, solve rates were low when the partner had an inaccurate report.

The conclusion we reach from these findings is our title: inaccuracy blindness in collaboration persists, even with an evaluation prompt. This finding is not unique in the CHI literature. Zhang, Bellamy, and Kellogg [23], similarly, found that two “debiasing” remedies they explored to reduce heuristic processing and encourage better decisions were only partly effective.

Are there remedies for inaccuracy blindness?
Inaccuracy blindness is a specific instance of a general problem in our society of the transmission of misinformation. Two general strategies characterize attempted remedies so far. One strategy consists of computationally identifying misinformation so people can avoid it. Some promising approaches combine behavioral data, crowdsourcing, comparisons of news sites, linguistic cue learning, and network analysis [5]. This strategy, even though promising, has major limitations when applied to inaccurate information within collaborations, or even within organizations. The data that could be used for computational analysis is likely to be comparatively small and somewhat unique (e.g., about a specific crime with limited case information and only a few collaborators). Automated analyses based on limited unique problems risk error and false positives. More importantly, even if the software correctly tagged information as potentially false, such as, “This report may be inaccurate,” our current study suggests collaborators might not attend to such a message.

Another strategy has been to develop applications and tools that help collaborators do a better job of analysis. For instance, tools, such as visualizations of the connections among suspects in a crime, can be powerful aids in problem solving and decision-making. Balakrishnan et al., using the same general experimental paradigm as ours with synchronous real collaborators, raised solution rates to 60% [2] and Goyal and Fussell raised rates to approximately 75% [7]. Neither study, however, was designed to identify or test the effect of misinformation. Unfortunately, the impact of collaborators’ or co-workers false information can undermine even strong aids to correct analysis because human nature is so strongly attuned to social cues, the presence of others, and the connecting tissue created by collaboration, e.g., [11]. Thus, we may need a combination of tools, including more powerful notifications that interrupt the powerful social heuristic — taking what others say at face value.

The goal of a warning about misinformation in collaborations must have two key attributes: not to undermine collaborators from adopting accurate information from partners (“do no harm”), and at the same time to cause collaborators to exert discriminatory thinking and analysis that could help them reject inaccurate information. These requirements will make design difficult, as they did in our case. The balance we struck in the present study, of having collaborators rate another’s work on an illogical to logical scale, was apparently too weak. Prior work by Starbird et al. [18] suggests a stronger tactic. These authors found that overt expressions of uncertainty tend to lead up to denials of the truth of rumors. This finding suggests we might try inducing uncertainty with prompts, such as “Please reflect on whether the report could be wrong,” or asking for active reflection, “Why might this report be inaccurate?” This tactic might also reduce the heuristic thinking that is involved with social cues and social presence of others, but it does risk reducing trust.

A more social remedy to people’s tendency to accept others’ misinformation might be to encourage them to check their first impressions or their own analyses with other members of their collaboration. Prior work, such as Greis et al. [8] suggests that people actually prefer having multiple opinions and that multiple opinions give them confidence. Multiple opinions could improve problem solving and decision making if they made good information apparent or encouraged deeper processing. For instance, Kang et al. [13] found that mixing one inaccurate with one accurate report improved problem solving. The difficulty here would be to insure (a) people seek out other opinions, and (b) that accurate information was included in what they actually received. It would be important, as well, not to interfere with trust and efficiency in the collaboration.

Limitations and Future Work
The limitations of this work should be noted. First, although our intention was to replicate the circumstances in which inaccuracy blindness can occur, our participants were not trained, experienced detectives who might have picked up on their partner’s misleading information. Another limitation is that the case materials were a combination of text materials and maps and lacked tools that might have improved success rates [7]. We also focused here on small rather than large collaborations. Results might differ in open settings where total strangers provide misinformation as such settings may tend to induce skepticism. There is much room for studying experts, misinformation with stronger tools, and larger, open collaborations.

CONCLUSION
Online collaborations and workgroups that include strangers, revolving membership, partners or advisors with social credentials but perhaps unknown expertise, and work done over distributed time and space, are more prevalent than ever. These interactions in today’s world are unavoidable and their value is undeniable, but the risks of having collaborators who provide sloppy, false, misleading, or inaccurate information have increased as well.
Although there are documented real world cases of the impact of poor collaboration (including collaboration failures that did not prevent the 911 attacks), and prior work has called out the problem of misinformation from others [9, 19] and identified the existence of inaccuracy blindness in small collaborations [13], the current work advances our understanding of inaccuracy blindness and contributes to the CHI community a new idea for remediation and controlled experimentation on the remedy. This work demonstrates inaccuracy blindness persisted despite a prompt that went well beyond a simple warning—it required the participants to attend to and evaluate their partner’s information. Thus we document the strength of inaccuracy blindness in collaborations and challenge our community to address this problem. Doing so at the level required might risk undermining collaboration ties, so it is a difficult challenge but would be one important step in solving the larger misinformation problem faced by our society.
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